Assessment Committee
Instruction Conference Room M323L
February 13th, 2018 11:00 – 12:00 PM

Bill Swarens
Mike Woods
Blake Ingram

I.

Attendee’s
Bryce Battisti
Paula Grow

Jon Bolas
Shawn Adams

Call to Order
The Assessment Committee meeting was called to order by Bill Swarens at 11:05.

II.

Approval of January 2018 Minutes
Bill motioned to approve minutes. Shawn Seconded approved and no abstention.

III.
IV.

Bryce Web site update for the assessment committee one link not working.
Graphic for website redesign
Overview: The Website is being redesigned with diagrams, a new color scheme and short
descriptions. The website should be used as a resource to address questions regarding
Assessment.
1. What does the Assessment Committee do?
Student learning and document performance of student learning is the focus of the survey.
Video on website to focus on student learning.
Tools for writing student learning outcomes finally on the website and it is called BOB
Describes how it works and the click to the next button and put in the information and then
to the next and after that is all done you would have your objectives.
Paula and Bryce sat down and worked through it like they would be showing someone how
to do it and Mike Woods would like to make a training video for a resource for everyone to
learn how to use BOB. Could get a certification the committee would all do it and get the

certification and then we would all be able to do it. What would be the least number of
steps to get it done?
Blooms Taxonomy on the web site to help them remember what it is. In writing Course level
outcomes it makes it easy to do by using their wording to plug in to the objectives.
Assessment dashboard to show that Jon has made up for us, so we can look at programs to
show how many have chosen human diversity as parts of their programs. We can use it to
look anything that is on the ORC spread sheet it will be able to show us the results.

Community of practice of all of the colleges that get together to work together with the
problems that we are having in the state with learning outcomes.
Met a lady at this meeting and she had said that she spends a lot of time on the Bates
website learning how she can make her website at Seattle pacific better , form all the work
that we have done .
The survey this is how it all works, and the survey results from the last year. Looked at it and
found that there were a lot of repeats so we have had 40 results that we could use. There
are 46 programs on the list and only 26 have actually responded and filled out the survey.
Gather information before winter quarter, discussion on the results of the survey and how
to improve the results going forward. 1 Programs to approach to see if we could have them
complete the survey. Personal touch may help improve our results.
Action: Split up the list and give it to committee members to help with approaching the staff
to fill out the survey. To approach the dean at south campus to get someone to join our
group. Some of them are going through tenor. Bryce will send out a little.
MCO reviews will be part of the letter
Nomination for chairperson for the next year please look deep in your souls. Bryce is the
still chair according to Al Griswold.
New Canvas shell that has been built and modules built, MCO’s to be approved, have been
approved, meeting minutes, meeting agenda. Discussions are also there. Use of speed
grader suggestion from Tim Trussler (recording stopped have no other information to place
in the minutes)
V.

Next meeting March 13th, 2018 11:00-12:00pm M323L.

